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Representing RNA secondary structure as planar tree-graph
The primary structure of a linear RNA chain molecule is the nucleotide sequence s = s 1 s 2 …s i …s L , and runs in the direction 5' → 3' terminus. L defines the number of nucleotides and s i ∈ ∑ = (A, C, G, U) is the biochemical nucleotide at the i th position. The RNA molecule s folds upon itself relatively rapid into a two-dimensional RNA secondary structure S [1] . The structure S is stabilized by the canonical Watson-Crick G≡C and A=U, and wobble G=U base pairings.
( Fig. S1 ) A planar RNA secondary structure S is mathematically described by a set of base pairings (i, j) ∈ S connecting bases s i and s j , where i < j [2] . Given (i, j) and (k, l) ∈ S, a nucleotide can base pair to at most one other nucleotide i.e., i = k ⇔ j = l. A set of ∆ ∈ Z + consecutive base pairs defines a stem for stabilizing the structure against thermal fluctuations. The number of unpaired nucleotides between paired s i and s j should at most be θ ∈ Z + i.e., i < j + θ; otherwise, the structural motif is considered an unpaired-loop of multi-branch, bulge, hairpin, or internal. . Planar schematic of RNA secondary structure and its embedded motifs. Hairpin loop, folds upon itself; Internal loop, an unpaired region between two stems due to mismatched (e.g., AG and CU) or unpaired bases; Bulge loop, an asymmetrical internal loop formed from one strand; Multi-branch loop or junction, more than two stems coincide with some unpaired bases; Stem, a base paired region.
Short and long dashed lines indicate unpaired nucleotides and paired bases. (•) and (-) represent vertex and edge.
( Fig. S1 ) The RNA structure S has two hairpin loops, an internal loop, a bulge loop, a multi-branch loop, and five stems. It is represented as a RNA planar tree-graph G = (V, E) consisting of six vertices (•) and five edges (-) according to the following pair of vertex-edge rules [3, 4] .
(1) Vertex, V (•) denotes a set of θ ≥ 1 mismatched nucleotides or unmatched pairs of bases for hairpin loop, bulge loop, internal loop, the 5' and 3' unpaired termini, and the multi-branch loop.
In general, the vertices are arbitrarily labeled in the direction 5' → 3' terminus.
(2) Edge, E (-) denotes a RNA stem having ∆ ≥ 2 consecutive complementary pairs stabilized by the canonical Watson-Crick G≡C and A=U, and wobble G=U base pairings
Converting RNA planar tree-graph to Laplacian matrix
A RNA planar tree-graph G = (V, E) is a mathematical formalism composed of n vertices v i ∈ V, i = (1, 2,…,|V|) connected by m incident undirected edges (v i , v j ) ∈ E, each of which is assigned an edge weight E ij . Without loss of generality, edges are unweighted i.e., E ij = 1 [5, 6] .
The tree-graph G in Eq. (1) is uniquely represented by the Laplacian matrix L(G) n×n .
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Solving the n th -degree characteristic polynomial in Eq. (4) generates the entire set of ordered eigenvalues λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ …≤ λ n . This set is the matrix's eigenvalue spectrum quantifying the connectivity as well as characterizing the graph similarity. Generally, L(G) is always positive semi-definite such that the first eigenvalue λ 1 = 0 and those of higher orders λ k > 1 ∈ + ℜ [5, 6] . According to the concept of "Spectral Graph Partitioning" that originates from the field of domain decomposition in parallel computing [7] , the second (also known as the Fiedler) eigenvalue λ 2 represents mathematically the algebraic connectivity of the tree-graph G [5, 6] . In relation to the RNA secondary structure, λ 2 measures the degree of compactness of the RNA topology at the coarsest scale [5, 6] . RNA structures having similar values of λ 2 tend to be similar in topologies. Typically, the value of λ 2 increases monotonically with greater compactness in the RNA structure. Large values correspond to vertices of high degree that are in close proximity, while small values for more equally dispersed edge set. Maximum value of λ 2 is either 1 or 2 for an n > 2 perfectly connected star-shaped treegraph or for n = 2 linear tree-graph, respectively [5, 6 ].
RNAspectral Algorithm
The algorithm RNAspectral(S) presents our strategy geared towards two tasks. Given a RNA secondary structure S described in a Vienna dot-bracket notation containing '.', '(', and ')' [8] , it first abstract S at the coarsest-scale into a planar tree-graph representation. This transforms uniquely the RNA structural motifs (hairpin loops, internal loops, bulge loops, and multi-branch loops, as well as stems) into a network of vertices connected by incident edges. Next, it computes the Fidler eigenvalue λ 2 from the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the treegraph.
RNAspectral(S) uses two primary functions in Line 1−2, whose pseudo-codes are described in the optimizeStruct(S) and parseStruct(S), respectively. The former returns S' and the latter returns the values for five global variables totalpath, path, stems, ld, ls, and hs. Line 3−4, sets the value of adjacency matrix A at row path [i] and column path[i + 1] to 1; 5−6, sets the value of degree matrix D at row i and column i to ld[i]; 7, computes the Laplacian matrix L; 8, the auxiliary function computeEigVals(L) computes the eigenvalue spectrum using the well-established "Eigen-decomposition theorem" and det0 λ −= LI .
Algorithm: RNAspectral(S)
Global Vars: totalpath ← 0, path ← φ, stems ← 0, ld ← φ, ls ← φ, hs ← φ. 
Vars: S'
← optimizeStruct(S), A ← φ, D ← φ, L ← φstems + 1, do 6. D[i][i] ← ld[i]. 7. L ← D -A.
computeEigVals(L).
In optimizeStruct(S), it implements the pair of vertex-edge rules described in subsection 1.1. Line 1, vector pt contains the values returned by the auxiliary function makePBTable(S), such that the pt[i] of nucleotide at position i has value of UNPAIRED when that nucleotide is unpaired or denotes the position of the base to which it is paired; 2−8, internal loops with only one pair of mismatches are identified and then paired; 9−12, stems with only one complementary pair are identified and then unpaired; 13−17, bulges having unpaired mono-nucleotide are deleted; 18, the resulting RNA structure S' is returned after applying the pair of vertex-edge rules.
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In parseStruct(S), it implements the Eq. (1) and (2) described in subsection 1.2. Line 1, S' is a RNA secondary structure specified in an extended dot-bracket format with additional symbols '[', and ']', returned by the auxiliary function extStruct(S), to track the onset of a helical stem-loop; 2−14 computes the Euclidean path transverse from the first to the final (stems + 1) th vertex, in the direction of 5' → 3' terminus; the size of vector path is stored in the variable totalpath. The size of each vertex and stem measured by the number of unpaired bases and number of pairs, respectively, are tracked by two variables ls and hs; the degree of each vertex is stored in the variable ld. 
Methodology
Since its introduction in 2003 [9, 10] , "Spectral Graph Partitioning" has been extensively applied to a variety of bioinformatics problems: the prediction of multiple mutation to disrupt motifs in riboswitches [5] , the prediction of RNA conformational switch by mutation [11] , the search and analysis of RNA secondary structures [6] , the classification of RNA coarse-grained tree-graph structures [3, 4] , and lastly for systematically partitioning complex RNA structures into simpler fragments with maximal decoupling between them [10] . These applications underscore the potential of "Spectral Graph Partitioning" as an invaluable computational tool to elucidate the topological patterns hidden in the post-genomic sequences and to offer a tremendous opportunity for an enhanced understanding of both functional and structural genomics.
"RNA Matrix Computer Program" [3, 4] is the pioneering and only implementation of "Spectral Graph Partitioning" analysis on RNA structural folding. It is available online and provides a user-friendly interface for uploading a "ct file" produced by Zuker's mfold prediction server [12, 13] or equivalent. As an attempt to address the highthroughput demands of our in-house projects, we have designed RNAspectral from scratch based on the mathematical formalisms gathered from literature, and iteratively validated against the 'reference' results of "RNA Matrix Computer Program" [3, 4] .
RNAspectral is an efficient and rapid algorithm, implemented in ANSI C programming language using the development platform Intel Pentium M 2.0 GHz, and 1.0 GB RAM; Cygwin 1.5.19-Windows XP. It provides a user-friendly command-line interface and four useradjustable parameters: -v1, to enable the level of verbosity for obtaining output identical to that of "RNA Matrix Computer Program" [3, 4] ; -v2, to enable detailed debugging and further analysis into RNAspectral internalities; --noopt, to disable the pair of vertex-edge rules; --monitor, to monitor the execution time. Together, these options and functionalities allow the inexperienced user to integrate the information from "Spectral Graph Partitioning" analysis such as the second eigenvalue λ 2 and the number of vertices as part of their experimental methodologies, in an intuitive manner.
A typical experimental setup using RNAfold and RNAspectral in an automated manner is outlined in Fig. S2A . Given a primary RNA sequence described in FASTA format, ( Step A) its optimal secondary structure is predicted using RNAfold [8] . The output of RNAfold is a FASTA-like format appended with the optimal structure in Vienna dotbracket notation with the base pairs and unpaired bases represented by brackets '( )' and dots '.' [8] , respectively and the minimum free energy of folding (MFE). In this example, the RNA secondary structure predicted by RNAfold has two hairpin loops, 5' and 3' termini, two internal loops, one bulge loop, and one multi-branch loop -all of these stabilized by six stems. ( Step B) This is read by RNAspectral that converts the structure in bracket notation into a planar tree-graph consisting of seven arbitrarily labeled vertices (•) connected by six unweighted edges (-). ( Step C) RNAspectral computes the seven by seven Laplacian matrix and the eigenvalue spectrum. ( Step D) The output of RNAspectral is described in a tab-delimited ASCII flat format for convenient import into numerical processing applications such as Mathworks ® Matlab ™ and Microsoft ® Excel ™ . The labeled header shows the following rows of columnated values corresponding to the identifier (ID starts at 1 and increases monotically), minimum free energy of folding (MFE in kcal/mol), length of sequence (Len in nucleotides), number of vertices (Ver), number of stems (Stems), number of junctions (Junct, >2 stems), number of endpoints (Endpts, 1 stem), number of midpoints (Midpts, 2 stems), and the second eigenvalue λ 2 (SecEigen).
( Fig. S2B) The benchmarking platform was an AMD Opteron Processor 850 2.4 GHz and 1.5 GB RAM; GNU compiler v3.4.5 on Linux 2.6.9-5. We computed the average speed of RNAspectral by running it five times on 6,656 sets of 10 4 random RNA sequences. The random sequences were synthesized from each of the 6,656 sequences (each has 113.451 ± 0.803 nucleotides) gathered from miRBase 7.1 [14] and Rfam 7.0 [15] . RNAspectral requires at most ~7.0 seconds or mean 427.8 milliseconds for processing the entire dataset. (Upper diagonal) Correlation coefficients C(f, g). |C| ≤ 1.0, 1.0 for trend identical, -1.0 for perfect opposite, and 0.0 for complete independence. Bold, 0.9 ≤ |C| strongly correlated, 0.4 ≤ |C| < 0.9 moderately, and |C| < 0.4 weakly; (Diagonal) 95 th percentile; (Lower diagonal) two-tailed p-values using the Student's t distribution for C p . two-tailed p-values using the large-sample approximations for C s and C k . The pair(s) of variables with C p > 0 (C p < 0) and p-value < 0.001 tend to increase together (one variable decreases while the other increases).
